Background {#Sec1}
==========

With the rapid development of high-throughput biotechnologies, we were easily able to collect a large amount of gene expression data with many subjects of biology or medicine \[[@CR1]\]. Here, we aimed at these gene expression data sets that came from tumoral and normal samples, where these data sets were often characterized by mass genes but with relatively small amounts of samples, their rows were corresponding to genes, and columns were representing samples \[[@CR2]\]. For these gene expression data sets, they usually incorporated several thousands of probes associated with more and less relevance for cancers \[[@CR3]\]. Thus, the filtering approaches applied to each probe before data analysis, with the aim to find differentially expressed genes, such as T-statistics, Significance Analysis, Adaptive Ranking, Combined Adaptive Ranking and Two-way Clustering \[[@CR4], [@CR5]\]. For samples of gene expression data sets, a major challenge was how to resolve their subtypes, and compare in different diseased states \[[@CR4], [@CR6]\]. Much work had been done on exploratory subtypes of cancers, such as Hierarchical clustering, K-means, penalised likelihood methods and the random forest \[[@CR7], [@CR8]\]. Moreover, to determine the intrinsic dimensionality of genes, the clustering analysis was used to search for patterns and group genes into expression clusters that provided additional insight into the biological function and relevance of genes that showed different expressions \[[@CR9]--[@CR13]\]. Furthermore, to display classification of genes(or samples) in a meaningful way for exploration, presentation, and comprehension in diseased states and normal differentiation, many dimension reduction techniques were used to embed high-dimensional data for visualization in 2D(two dimensional) spaces \[[@CR14]--[@CR17]\], and had been successful in complementing clusters of Euclidean distance \[[@CR14]\], such as Hierarchical clustering dendrograms, PCA(principal component analysis), t-SNE, heat maps, and network graphs \[[@CR14]--[@CR18]\].

For samples of gene expression data sets, their dimensionality often resulted in their different types to be isometric by Euclidean distance \[[@CR9]\]. Thus, in the process of samples and genes clustering analysis, PCC commonly used also \[[@CR10], [@CR12], [@CR13]\]. The simplest way to think about PCC was to plot curves of two genes, with PCC telling us how similar the shapes of their two curves were. But for PCC clusters of gene expression data, many projection techniques gave them poor visualizations usually \[[@CR16]\]. To efficiently map clusters of PCC, PCC had been defined by transformed genes, such as PCCF(PCC of F-points) and PCC-MCP(PCC of multiple-cumulative probabilities) \[[@CR19], [@CR20]\]. Moreover, PCA-F and t-SNE-MCP-O gave good visualizations for clusters of PCCF and PCC-MCP, respectively. However, for PCC clusters of the original gene expression points, PCA-F and t-SNE-MCP-O gave them poor visualizations also \[[@CR19], [@CR20]\].

Here, for samples of gene expression data sets, we used MG-PCC algorithm to divide them into different mini-groups, where the similarities of samples were defined by PCC measure, and the idea of MG-PCC algorithm is that the nearest neighbors should be in the same mini-groups. That is, for any sample of a mini-group, its nearest neighbor was in the mini-group also. Moreover, we used t-SNE-SSP maps to display the relationships of mini-groups, where t-SNE-SSP map was selected from a series of t-SNE maps of standardized samples, these t-SNE maps had different perplexity parameter, and the initialization dimensions of these t-SNE maps were thirty. In t-SNE, the perplexity might be viewed as a knob that sets the number of effective nearest neighbors. It was comparable with the number of nearest neighbors that was employed in many manifold learners \[[@CR21], [@CR22]\].

Furthermore, for gene clusters that were generated from PCC, we attempted to use t-SNE-SGI maps to display them, where t-SNE-SGI maps were selected from a series of t-SNE maps of standardized genes. Compared to t-SNE-SSP maps, t-SNE-SGI map was selected from these t-SNE maps that had the same perplexity parameter, but different initialization dimensions, where the perplexity parameter of these t-SNE maps were the dimensions of genes. In fact, for gene expression data sets under different samples, their genes were mass and dense, and the performance of t-SNE with these data sets required a larger perplexity.

Here, we used A-value to select the t-SNE-SSP and t-SNE-SGI maps, where A-value was modeled from areas of clustering projections, and a t-SNE map was selected as t-SNE-SSP(or t-SNE-SGI) if its A-value was the smallest compared to others. Furthermore, for clusters with different clustering number, their t-SNE-SGI maps might come from the different t-SNE maps.

To evaluate the reliability of the MG-PCC and t-SNE-SSP, we applied them to gene expression data sets of lung cancers \[[@CR23], [@CR24]\]. Results showed that MG-PCC algorithm was able to put tumor and normal samples into their respective mini-groups, and t-SNE-SSP maps gave these mini-groups clear boundaries also, which helped us to mine the subtypes of cancers. Moreover, for PCC clusters of genes, t-SNE-SGI maps gave them better visualizations compared to t-SNE of the original and normalized genes, which made clustering and visualizing techniques better integration. Furthermore, for the nearest sample(or gene) neighbors, t-SNE-SS(m)(or t-SNE-SG(n)) maps were able to give them independent tree diagrams, where each tree diagram was corresponding to a mini-group of samples(or genes).

Materials and methods {#Sec2}
=====================

***Data and data source***

The first data set GDS3837 provides insight into potential prognostic biomarkers and therapeutic targets for non-small cell lung carcinoma, where it has 54674 genes, 60 normal and 60 tumor samples that are taken from nonsmoking females \[[@CR23], [@CR24]\]. The second data set GDS3257 provides insight into the molecular basis of lung carcinogenesis induced by smoking, where it has a total of 22283 genes, and contains 107 samples that are taken from former, current and never smokers \[[@CR23], [@CR24]\], where GDS3837 and GDS3257 can be downloaded from NCBI's GEO Database.

Here, we firstly use GDS3257 and GDS3837 to construct 5 matrixes, where *A*~*k*~(k =1, 2, 3, 4 and 5) is the *k*-th matrix, the *i*-th row of *A*~*k*~ represents the *i*-th gene, the *j*-th column represents the *j*-th sample, genes of *A*~*k*~ are filtered by T-test(Hypothesis testing for the difference in means of two types of samples), and the detail of *A*~*k*~ is summarized in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Then, 5 sample data sets are constructed by *A*~*k*~, where data-k(k =1, 2, 3, 4 and 5) is the *k*-th sample data set, and data-k is transposed matrix of *A*~*k*~. And then, 5 gene data sets are constructed by *A*~*k*~, where data-(k+5)(k =1, 2, 3, 4 and 5) is the *k*-th gene data set, and data-(k+5) only contains tumor samples of *A*~*k*~. That is, *A*~*k*~ is represented by (*B*~*k*~,*C*~*k*~), and data-(k+5)(k =1, 2, 3, 4 and 5) is *B*~*k*~, where *B*~*k*~ and *C*~*k*~ contains tumor and normal samples, respectively. Table 1The details of *A*~*k*~(k=1, 2, 3, 4 and 5)*A* ~*k*~NO. ofNO. ofTumorControl*P*-valuegenessamplessamples(*B*~*k*~)samples(*C*~*k*~)*P*-value*A* ~1~13553116 TN-smokers15 NN-smokers\< 10^−5^(GDS3257)(GDS3257)*A* ~2~11293618 TF-smokers18 NF-smokers\< 10^−5^(GDS3257)(GDS3257)*A* ~3~20554024 TC-smokers16 NC-smokers\< 10^−5^(GDS3257)(GDS3257)*A* ~4~8177618 TF-smokers,18NF-smokers\< 10^−5^24 TC-smokers16NC-smokers\< 10^−5^(GDS3257)(GDS3257)∗*A* ~5~173912060 TN-smokers60 NN-smokers\< 10^−12^(GDS3837)(GDS3837)TN-smokers: tumor never-smokers; TF-smokers: tumor former-smokers; TC-smokers: tumor current-smokers; NN-smokers: normal never-smokers; NF-smokers: normal former-smokers; NC-smokers: normal current-smokers. ∗ was that *P*-value of the mixing samples was less than \< 10^−5^ also

Methods {#Sec4}
-------

Here, we use *X*~*i*~ to represent the *i*-th sample of data-k(k =1, 2, 3, 4 and 5), and *Y*~*j*~ to represent the *j*-th gene of data-(k+5). That is, *X*~*i*~ is the *i*-th row of data-k(k =1, 2, 3, 4 and 5), and *Y*~*j*~ is the *j*-th row of data-(k+5), where $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### S-points {#Sec5}

Here, *X*~*i*~ and *Y*~*j*~ are standardized into *SS*~*i*~ and *SG*~*j*~, where *SS*~*i*~ and *SG*~*j*~ are called as S-sample and S-gene of *X*~*i*~ and *Y*~*j*~ respectively, and $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### MG-PCC algorithm {#Sec6}

Here, for *X*~*j*1~ and *X*~*j*2~, they are used to construct the first mini-group, where $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*ρ*(*X*~*i*~,*X*~*j*~) is PCC between *X*~*i*~ and *X*~*j*~, and *u* is the number of samples. For *X*~*j*3~, it is put into the first mini-group if it satisfies $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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When the first mini-group contains (*t*−1)(*t*\>3) samples, *X*~*jt*~ is put into the first mini-group if it satisfies $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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where *X*~*j*1~,*X*~*j*2~,⋯,*X*~*j*(*t*−1)~ belong to the first mini-group. Continuously, the first mini-group is completely built until no sample satisfies Eq. ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}).

The remaining samples repeat above step until all mini-groups are completely built. For a mini-group, it is completely built if no sample satisfies Eqs. ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) or ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}), that is, a mini-group contains two genes at least. Similarly, MG-Euclidean algorithm can be used to construct mini-group also, where the algorithm uses Euclidean distance to define the similarities of samples.

### The A-value {#Sec7}

For samples of each mini-group, we plot the boundary of their projections by a closed line, where the closed line is called as boundary-line of the mini-group, the boundary-line forms a convex hull of their projections, and the area of the convex hull is called as A-value of the mini-group. Here, we use A-value to describe the consistency between samples and their projections, where $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*a*~*i*~ is A-value of the *i*-th mini-group, *a* is A-value of the data set, *v* is the number of mini-groups.

In general, for adjacent mini-groups, there is often some overlap for their convex hulls. Thus, A-value is smaller, the consistency between points and projections is more valid.

### The t-SNE-SSP and t-SNE-SGI {#Sec8}

Using t-SNE requires tuning some parameters, notably the perplexity and initialization dimension. Although t-SNE results are robust to the settings of parameters, in practice, we still have to interactively choose parameters by visually comparing results under multiple settings. For mini-groups and clusters of samples that are generated from PCC, we empirically validate that t-SNE maps of the standardized samples with an appropriate perplexity can clearly display them, where the initialization dimension of these t-SNE maps is thirty. But for PCC clusters of genes, t-SNE maps of S-genes with an appropriate initialization dimension can give them good visualizations, where the perplexity parameter of these t-SNE maps is the dimensions of genes.

Here, for mini-groups and clusters of samples that are generated from PCC, their t-SNE-SSP map is selected from a series of t-SNE-SS(k) maps by A-value, where t-SNE-SS(k) is t-SNE map of the standardized samples, its initialization dimensions are thirty, its perplexity parameter is *k*, and the value of *k* ranges from 3 to 30. That is, for t-SNE-SS(t), it is selected as t-SNE-SSP if its A-value is the smallest compared to other t-SNE-SS(k). Similarly, for PCC clusters of genes, their t-SNE-SGI map is selected from a series of t-SNE-SG(i) maps by A-value also, where t-SNE-SG(i) is t-SNE map of S-genes, its perplexity parameter of these t-SNE maps is the dimensions of genes, its initialization dimensions is *i*, the value of *i* ranges from 3 to the dimensions of genes.

### Accuracy, F-Measure, RI and NMI {#Sec9}

For t-SNE maps, since they are able to give good visualizations for clusters of Euclidean distance, they can be successful in complementing these PCC clusters that are relative consistency with Euclidean ones. Here, we use Accuracy, F-Measure, RI(Rand index) and NMI(Normalized mutual information) \[[@CR25], [@CR26]\] (<http://nlp.stanford.edu/IR-book/html/htmledition/evaluation-of-clustering-1.html>) to evaluate the consistency of clusters between PCC and Euclidean distance, where clusters of Euclidean distance are seen as the gold standard of genes. In general, Accuracy is a simple and transparent evaluation measure, RI penalizes both false positive and false negative decisions during clustering, F-Measure in addition supports differential weighting of these two types of errors, and NMI can be information theoretically interpreted, where the detailed explanation of these four criteria are explained see in \[[@CR25], [@CR26]\], (<http://nlp.stanford.edu/IR-book/html/htmledition/evaluation-of-clustering-1.html>) and their matlab codes are available at Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. Furthermore, the higher value of these four criteria means that the more consistency of clusters between PCC and Euclidean distance.

Results {#Sec10}
=======

The reliability of mini-groups {#Sec11}
------------------------------

To test the reliability of mini-groups, we applied MG-PCC and MG-Euclidean algorithms to 5 sample data sets, where MG-Euclidean applied to the standardized samples, O-samples and N-samples simultaneously, O-samples and N-samples were the original and normalized samples respectively, and results of mini-groups were summarized in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. Here, for a mini-group, it was regarded as tumor group if its tumor samples were more than normal ones, otherwise, it was a normal one. Moreover, for a tumor(or normal) sample, it was misjudged if it was put into a normal(or tumor) group. For MG-PCC and MG-Euclidean, Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} showed that they correctly judged all samples of data-1 and data-3, and only a few samples of data-2, data-4 and data-5 were misjudged. For instance, only 2 normal and 2 tumor samples of data-5 were misjudged by MG-PCC algorithm, where data-5 contained 60 normal and 60 tumor samples. That is, MG-PCC algorithm was able to put tumor and normal samples into their respective mini-groups, which could help us to compare in different diseased states and normal samples. Table 2Statistics of the mini-groups of 5 sample data setsdata-iAlgorithm: MG-NO. of mini-groupsNO. of misjudged tumor samplesNO. of misjudged normal samplesdata-1PCC400Euclidean-1300Euclidean-2400Euclidean-3400data-2PCC703Euclidean-1603Euclidean-2602Euclidean-3700data-3PCC500Euclidean-1500Euclidean-2400Euclidean-3600data-4PCC1301Euclidean-11301Euclidean-21201Euclidean-31000data-5PCC2322Euclidean-12323Euclidean-22422Euclidean-32404Euclidean-1: Euclidean distance of O-samples; Euclidean-2: Euclidean distance of the standardized samples; Euclidean-3: Euclidean distance of N-samples

The clustering feature of S-genes {#Sec12}
---------------------------------

Here, for data-6, 7, 8, 9 and 10, their S-genes, N-genes and O-genes were divided into clusters by K-means with Euclidean distance and PCC, respectively, where N-genes and O-genes were the original and normalized genes, respectively. Then, Accuracy, F-Measure, RI and NMI were used to demonstrate the consistency of clusters between PCC and Euclidean distance, where clusters of Euclidean distance were seen as the gold standard of genes. For comparison, Accuracy, F-Measure, RI and NMI of these PCC clusters were summarized in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. For clusters of any data set, Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} showed that their Accuracy, F-Measure, RI and NMI of S-genes were far more than N-genes and O-genes. That is, for S-genes, their clusters of PCC and Euclidean were more consistent compared to O-genes and N-genes. Table 3Statistics of Accuracy, F-Measure, RI and NMI of S-genes, N-genes and O-genesDataNO. of clustersGenesAccuracyF-MeasureRINMIdata-66S-genes0.9560.9560.3230.8887S-genes0.7940.7880.0920.6728S-genes0.8030.7990.0940.6606N-genes0.3210.267-0.0840.4226O-genes0.3180.263-0.0810.240data-76S-genes0.9010.8970.2370.7447S-genes0.8250.8140.1190.7428S-genes0.8110.8130.0960.6836N-genes0.3050.271-0.0790.4876O-genes0.3080.264-0.0790.284data-85S-genes0.9560.9560.2930.9116S-genes0.9470.9470.2570.7827S-genes0.9370.9370.1810.7338S-genes0.8840.8820.1370.7186N-genes0.2750.251-0.0840.5406O-genes0.2810.249-0.0890.340data-95S-genes0.9770.9770.5030.8426S-genes0.8270.8300.1260.8147S-genes0.9470.9470.3740.7418S-genes0.9620.9620.5750.6939S-genes0.8930.8910.2240.6928N-genes0.2580.245-0.0700.4428O-genes0.2290.225-0.0860.3043data-103S-genes0.9010.8970.1320.9024S-genes0.8290.8240.0830.8075S-genes0.7160.6690.0540.6016S-genes0.7790.7760.1150.7147S-genes0.8950.8940.0920.6838S-genes0.5930.623-0.0080.6743N-genes0.2990.290-0.0870.6373O-genes0.2770.203-0.0810.088

In general, for data with a normal distribution, the patterns revealed by the clusters under PCC and Euclidean roughly agreed with each other. But for O-genes and N-genes of complex gene expression data sets, results showed that their PCC and Euclidean clusters had significant differences.

The reliability of A-value {#Sec13}
--------------------------

Here, we used clusters of data-5 to exemplify that A-value was able to quantify the validity of projecting maps, where samples of data-5 were divided into 5 and 3 clusters by K-means with PCC. For 5 and 3 clusters of data-5, they were displayed on t-SNE-SS(20) and t-SNE-SS(30) maps (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}(a) and [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}(b)) respectively, and the boundary-lines of clustering projections were showed on Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}(a) and [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}(b) also. For t-SNE-SS(30) map of data-5, it gave good visualizations for 3 clusters (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}(b)), but t-SNE-SS(20) had slightly intermixing for 5 clusters (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}(a)). Moreover, for the boundary-lines of t-SNE-SS projections, 5 clusters had more significant overlaps than ones of 3 clusters, while A-value increased with area of overlap. That is, A-value was larger, the consistency between points and projections was more invalid. Fig. 1The boundary-lines of data-5. The samples of data-5 were divided into 5 and 3 clusters by K-means with PCC. **a** The boundary-lines of 5 clusters. The X-axis represented the first projections(FP) of t-SNE-SS(20). The Y-axis represented the second projections(SP) of t-SNE-SS(20). **b** The boundary-lines of 3 clusters. The X-axis represented the first projections(FP) of t-SNE-SS(30). The Y-axis represented the second projections(SP) of t-SNE-SS(30)

Selecting t-SNE-SSP maps by A-value {#Sec14}
-----------------------------------

Here, for data-4 and data-5, their O-samples were divided into 5 clusters by K-means with PCC, respectively. Then, for clustering results of data-4 and data-5, their A-values of different t-SNE-SS(k) maps were obtained by Eq. ([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}), where these A-values were showed by blue lines in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} (a) and (b), respectively. For different t-SNE-SS(k) maps, Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} (a) and (b) showed that their A-values had significant difference, A-values of t-SNE-SS(20) and t-SNE-SS(25) were the minimum for 5 clusters of data-4 and data-5, respectively. That is, t-SNE-SS(20) and t-SNE-SS(25) were the optimal 2D maps for 5 clusters of data-4 and data-5, respectively. Fig. 2The A-values of t-SNE-SS(k) and t-SNE-SG(i) maps. **a** The A-value of t-SNE-SS(k) maps of data-4. The A-value of 5 PCC clusters were displayed by blue lines, and ones of normal and tumor samples were displayed by red lines. **b** The A-value of t-SNE-SS(k) maps of data-5. The A-value of 5 PCC clusters were displayed by blue lines, and ones of normal and tumor samples were displayed by red lines. **c** The A-value of t-SNE-SG(i) maps of data-7. The A-value of 5 PCC clusters were displayed by blue lines, and ones of 3 PCC clusters were displayed by red lines. **d** The A-value of t-SNE-SG(i) maps of data-9, The A-value of 5 PCC clusters were displayed by blue lines, and ones of 3 PCC clusters were displayed by red lines

Moreover, for 2 clusters of data-4 and data-5 according to normal and tumor samples, their A-values of different t-SNE-SS(k) maps were showed in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} (a) and (b) also, where these A-values were showed by red lines. From Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} (a) and (b), t-SNE-SS(30) was not the optimal 2D maps for any data set also. For 2 clusters of data-5, A-values of its t-SNE-SS(30) was 0.58779, while t-SNE-SS(18) was 0.52373. That is, t-SNE-SS(18) was more appropriate for displaying 5 clusters of data-5.

Selecting t-SNE-SGI maps by A-value {#Sec15}
-----------------------------------

Here, for gene clusters of data-7 and data-9, their A-values of t-SNE-SG(i) maps were showed in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} (c) and (d) respectively, where O-genes of each data set were divided into 3 and 5 clusters by K-means with PCC. Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} (c) and (d) showed that t-SNE-SG(m) maps were not the optimal 2D maps for any clustering result, t-SNE-SG(4) maps were t-SNE-SGI maps of 3 clusters of data-7 and data-9, t-SNE-SG(7) map was t-SNE-SGI maps of 5 clusters of data-7, and t-SNE-SG(8) map was t-SNE-SGI maps of 5 clusters of data-9, respectively.

By Accuracy, F-Measure, RI and NMI, we demonstrated that PCC and Euclidean clusters of S-genes were relative consistent, which enabled t-SNE-SG(i) maps for displaying PCC clusters. But for t-SNE map with the randomly choosing parameters, it could give poor visualization for PCC clusters, which could lead to misinterpretation of clusters. Here, we used A-value to quantify the quality of t-SNE-SG(i) maps, which enabled t-SNE-SGI maps to project genes of the same clusters together, and neighbor clusters in adjacent regions.

The biological reliability of t-SNE-SSP maps {#Sec16}
--------------------------------------------

Here, we used data-1, 2, 3 and 4 to assess the biological reliability of t-SNE-SSP maps. According to population membership of samples, these four data sets were mapped on t-SNE-SSP maps respectively (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}), where t-SNE-SSP maps of data-1, 2, 3 and 4 were t-SNE-SS(20), t-SNE-SS(19), t-SNE-SS(30) and t-SNE-SS(18), respectively. In fact, for tumor and normal samples of different populations, their biological partitioning were not always obvious from those differentially expressed genes, but Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} clearly showed that t-SNE-SSP maps were able to project samples of the same populations into the same together, which could help us to understand the relationships between different populations. Fig. 3The t-SNE-SSP maps of tumor and normal samples of data-1, 2, 3 and 4. The samples were colored according to their population membership. The X-axis represented the first projections(FP) of t-SNE-SSP. The Y-axis represented the second projections(SP) of t-SNE-SSP. **a** The t-SNE-SSP map of tumor and normal samples of data-1. **b** The t-SNE-SSP map of tumor and normal samples of data-2. **c** The t-SNE-SSP map of tumor and normal samples of data-3. **d** The t-SNE-SSP map of tumor and normal samples of data-3

The consistency between MG-PCC algorithm and t-SNE-SSP maps {#Sec17}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Here, for mini-groups of data-1, 2, 3 and 4, they were used to assess the consistency between MG-PCC algorithm and t-SNE-SSP maps, where and data-1, 2, 3 and 4 were divided into 4, 7, 5 and 13 mini-groups by MG-PCC algorithm, respectively. According to mini-group membership of samples, these four data sets were mapped on t-SNE-SSP maps (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}), where t-SNE-SSP maps of data-1, 2, 3 and 4 were t-SNE-SS(6), t-SNE-SS(8), t-SNE-SS(12) and t-SNE-SS(12), respectively. From Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}(a), (b) and (c), t-SNE-SSP maps of data-1, 2, and 3 were able to project samples of the same mini-groups together. But for mini-groups of data-4, the seventh mini-group had slightly intermixing with others (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}(d)), where the samples of the seventh mini-group were marked by black points. In fact, for 23 mini-groups of data-5 that were generated from MG-PCC algorithm, their relationships were not obvious displayed by their t-SNE-SSP map also. That is, the exhibition effects of t-SNE-SSP maps might weaken when the number of mini-groups was relatively large. Fig. 4The t-SNE-SSP maps of mini-groups of data-1, 2, 3 and 4. These mini-groups were generated from MG-PCC algorithm, where samples were colored according to their mini-group memberships. The X-axis represented the first projections(FP) of t-SNE-SSP. The Y-axis represented the second projections(SP) of t-SNE-SSP. **a** The t-SNE-SSP map of 4 mini-groups of data-1. **b** The t-SNE-SSP map of 7 mini-groups of data-2. **c** The t-SNE-SSP map of 5 mini-groups of data-3. **d** The t-SNE-SSP map of 13 mini-groups of data-4

Comparison of t-SNE-SSP and PCA-S {#Sec18}
---------------------------------

Here, for tumor and normal samples of data-5, they were mapped on PCA-S and t-SNE-SSP maps (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} (a) and (b)) according to their population memberships, where PCA-S is PCA of samples, and t-SNE-SSP map of data-5 were t-SNE-SS(18). Then, samples of data-5 were divided into 4 clusters by K-means with PCC, and the clustering result was overlaid on PCA-S and t-SNE-SSP(t-SNE-SS(19)) maps (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} (c) and (d)) also. For biological classifications and PCC clusters of data-10, Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} showed that t-SNE-SSP maps provided them good 2D projections (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} (b) and (d)), but PCA-S maps had significant intermixing for them (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} (a) and (c)). For biological classifications and PCC clusters of other data sets in this paper, PCA-S gave them poor visualization also. Fig. 5The t-SNE-SSP and PCA-S maps of data-5. The X-axis represented the first projections(FP) of t-SNE-SSP(or PCA-S). The Y-axis represented the second projections(SP) of t-SNE-SSP(or PCA-S). The samples were colored according to their cluster membership. **a** PCA-S map of tumor and normal samples. **b** The t-SNE-SSP map of tumor and normal samples. **c** PCA-S map of 4 clusters, where clusters were generated from K-means with PCC. **d** The t-SNE-SSP map of 4 clusters, where clusters were generated from K-means with PCC

In fact, for the optimization criterion of PCA, the relationship of distant points was able to depict as accurately as possible, while small inter-point distances might be distorted \[[@CR14]\]. Moreover, there might be no single linear projection that gave a good view for most gene expression data \[[@CR14]\]. Thus, for complex gene expression data sets, many linear projection methods might fail.

The reliability of t-SNE-SGI maps {#Sec19}
---------------------------------

For 3, 4, 5 and 6 clusters of data-9 that were generated from K-means with PCC, they were shown on t-SNE-SGI maps (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}), where t-SNE-SGI maps of 3, 4, 5 and 6 clusters were t-SNE-SG(4), t-SNE-SG(5), t-SNE-SG(8) and t-SNE-SG(9), respectively. Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} showed that t-SNE-SGI gave the relatively clear 2D projections for 3, 4 and 5 clusters, but had significant intermixing for 6 clusters. That is, t-SNE-SGI maps might weaken when the number of clusters was relatively large. Fig. 6The t-SNE-SGI maps of data-9. The genes of data-9 were divided into 3, 4, 5 and 6 clusters by K-means with PCC, where genes were colored according to their cluster membership. The X-axis represented the first projections(FP) of t-SNE-SGI. The Y-axis represented the second projections(SP) of t-SNE-SGI. **a** The t-SNE-SGI map of 3 clusters. **b** The t-SNE-SGI map of 4 clusters. **c** The t-SNE-SGI map of 5 clusters. **d** The t-SNE-SGI map of 6 clusters

Compared to K-means clustering analysis, MG-PCC algorithm does not estimate the number of clusters. But for genes, MG-PCC algorithm generates a large number of mini-groups, which can make genes with the similar biological function into different mini-groups. Thus, MG-PCC algorithm is not appropriate to cluster genes.

Comparison of t-SNE-SGI, t-SNE-N and t-SNE-O maps {#Sec20}
-------------------------------------------------

Here, O-genes data-7 and data-8 were firstly divided into 3 clusters by K-means with PCC, and then these clustering results were overlaid on t-SNE-SGI, t-SNE-N and t-SNE-O maps (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}), where t-SNE-N and t-SNE-O maps were t-SNE maps of O-genes and N-genes respectively, and their initialization dimensions were the same as t-SNE-SGI. Figure [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} showed that t-SNE-SGI provided these clustering results good 2D projections, but t-SNE-N and t-SNE-O maps had significant intermixing. Fig. 7The t-SNE-SGI, t-SNE-N and t-SNE-O maps of data-7 and data-8. The genes of data-7 and data-8 were divided into 3 clusters by K-means with PCC, where genes were colored according to cluster membership. The X-axis represented the first projections(FP) of t-SNE. The Y-axis represented the second projections(SP) of t-SNE. **a** The t-SNE-SGI map of 3 clusters of data-7. **b** The t-SNE-N map of 3 clusters of data-7. **c** The t-SNE-SGI map of 3 clusters of data-8. **d** The t-SNE-O map of 3 clusters of data-8

For PCC clusters of data-6, 9 and 10, when t-SNE-N and t-SNE-O maps gave them poor visualizations also. The reason was that PCC and Euclidean clusters of O-genes and N-genes had significant differences.

Constructing the nearest sample neighbor map by t-SNE-SS(m) {#Sec21}
-----------------------------------------------------------

For gene expression data sets under samples, the hierarchical clustering were used to display their sample neighbors usually \[[@CR27]\], but the method was likely to cause loose sample neighbors. By D-plots \[[@CR19]\], t-SNE-SS(m) maps were able to generate more valid gene neighbors compared to t-SNE-SSP, where *m* was the dimension of samples. Here, we constructed of the nearest sample neighbors by t-SNE-SS(m) map, where sample neighbors were defined by PCC. For sample neighbors of data-1, 2, 3 and 4, they were displayed on Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}, where the nearest gene neighbor were lined by red line. Fig. 8The nearest sample neighbors maps. The X-axis represented the first projections(FP) of t-SNE-SS(m). The Y-axis represented the second projections(SP) of t-SNE-SS(m). The nearest gene neighbor were lined by red line. **a** The nearest sample neighbors of data-1. **b**The nearest sample neighbors of data-2. **c** The nearest sample neighbors of data-3. **d** The nearest sample neighbors of data-4

Figure [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"} showed that sample neighbors had created several independent tree diagrams. In fact, each tree diagram was corresponding to a mini-group of samples. Thus, the combination of t-SNE-SS(m) map and MG-PCC algorithm was able to help us to search subtypes of samples.

Constructing the nearest gene neighbor map by t-SNE-SG(n) {#Sec22}
---------------------------------------------------------

In fact, for t-SNE method that had used to construct gene neighbors, where the initialization dimension of these t-SNE was dimension of genes \[[@CR14], [@CR20]\]. Here, we constructed of the nearest gene neighbors by t-SNE-SG(n), where gene neighbors were defined by PCC, and we focused our attention on data-6. For gene neighbors of data-1, they were displayed on Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}(a). From Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}(a), gene neighbors had created many independent tree diagrams also, and these tree diagrams were corresponding to mini-groups that were generated from MG-PCC algorithm. Fig. 9The nearest gen neighbor maps. The X-axis represented the first projections(FP) of t-SNE-SG(n). The Y-axis represented the second projections(SP) of t-SNE-SG(n). The nearest gene neighbor were lined by red line. **a** The nearest gene neighbors of data-6. **b**The nearest neighbors of 9 specific genes that were smoking independent

Based on GDS3837, GDS3257 and GDS3054, nine differentially expressed genes that were associated with lung cancer had been extracted, where these 9 genes that were smoking independent, and they were AGER, CA4, EDNRB, FAM107A, GPM6A, NPR1, PECAM1, RASIP1 and TGFBR3 \[[@CR16]\]. Here, we used t-SNE-SG(n) map to display these nine mini-groups that contained nine specific genes (Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}(b)). From Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}(b), these nine independent tree diagrams might help us to search correlation genes.

Discussion {#Sec23}
==========

For samples of gene expression data sets of cancers, there are no clear boundary between subtypes of samples usually \[[@CR7]\]. The reason is that the high dimensions of samples often results in the different subtypes to be isometric \[[@CR9]\]. Here, we use MG-PCC algorithm to divide samples into mini-groups, and results show that the algorithm can put tumor and normal samples into their respective mini-groups. In fact, MG-PCC algorithm puts the nearest neighbors in the same mini-groups, which can distinguish the inconspicuous differences of different subtypes of samples. However, when MG-PCC algorithm applies genes, it generates a large number of mini-groups. That is, for genes with similar expression patterns, they may be put to different mini-groups, which make difficult to group genes with the similar biological function together. The reason is that MG-PCC algorithm does not presuppose the number of mini-groups, and the similar genes are not necessarily the nearest neighbors. Moreover, for the large number of mini-groups, any dimension reduction technique may give messy visualizations for the entire data set. Thus, MG-PCC algorithm is not appropriate to divide genes.

To efficiently display mini-groups of samples that are generated from MG-PCC algorithm, we firstly verify that PCC and Euclidean clusters of the standardized samples are more consistent compared to the original and normalized ones, and PCC of the standardized samples are the same as the original and normalized ones. Since t-SNE maps have been successful in displaying clusters of Euclidean distance, t-SNE maps of the standardized samples can give good visualizations for mini-groups also. However, for t-SNE maps of the standardized samples, they have significant difference for different parameters, and most of them give poor visualizations for mini-groups also. To select the optimal t-SNE maps of mini-groups, t-SNE-SSP are constructed secondly, where t-SNE-SSP maps are selected from these t-SNE maps of the standardized samples with different perplexity parameter. Results show that that t-SNE-SSP maps give mini-groups of samples good visualizations, and give PCC clusters of samples good visualizations also. However, for t-SNE-SSP maps, when we use them to display PCC clusters of genes, they give fuzzy visualizations. The reason may be that the dimensions of samples are far more than ones of genes. To efficiently map PCC clusters of genes, t-SNE-SGI maps are constructed, where t-SNE-SGI maps are selected from these t-SNE maps of the standardized genes with different initialization dimensions. By several gene expression data sets of cancers, we verify that SNE-SGI maps can give PCC clusters of genes good visualizations. Furthermore, we use t-SNE-SS(m) and t-SNE-SG(n) maps to display the nearest neighbor of samples and genes respectively, which make the relationships between samples(or genes) easy to visualize and understand. In total, for gene expression data sets of cancers, these four types of t-SNE maps identify them easy and intuitive.

Conclusion {#Sec24}
==========

In this article, we use MG-PCC algorithm to divide samples of gene expression data sets into mini-groups, and t-SNE-SSP to display the relationships of these mini-groups. Moreover, we provide t-SNE-SGI maps to display PCC clusters of genes, and t-SNE-SS(m) and t-SNE-SG(n) maps to display the nearest neighbor of samples and genes respectively. In total, for MG-PCC algorithm and these four types of t-SNE maps, they can help us to understand the entire gene expression data sets when they coordinate with each other.

Additional file
===============

 {#Sec25}

Additional file 1MATLAB algorithm. A freely available MATLAB implemented to perform MG-PCC, t-SNE-SS, t-SNE-SG and draw the nearest sample(or gene) neighbors for a data set. (ZIP 6873 kb)
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:   the quantifying criterion of the projecting maps
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:   the algorithm using PCC to put the nearest neighbors into the same mini-groups
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O-genes

:   the original gene

PCA

:   the principal component analysis

PCA-S

:   PCA of the standardized samples
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:   Person correlation coefficient
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the standardized samples

:   the standardized samples

t-SNE

:   t-statistic Stochastic Neighbor Embedding

t-SNE-N

:   t-SNE of N-genes

t-SNE-O

:   t-SNE of O-genes

t-SNE-SG

:   t-SNE of standardized genes

t-SNE-SGI

:   t-SNE-SG that its A-value is the smallest

t-SNE-SS

:   t-SNE of standardized samples
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